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February 26, 2012 Interview 

Stephen Black, Studio Black, Seattle, WA 
What are you good at, what are you best at, what are you inspired by? 

 
Stephen Black is a Seattle-based graphic designer who is internationally 
renowned for his work in wine packaging and marketing. Black was prominent in 
his profession when in 2006, at the age of 48, he suffered a massive stroke.  

Recently I had the pleasure of talking with Stephen Black about his work, what 
he is good at and what inspires him. I began by asking him about what he 
wanted to be when he grew up. 

“I remember as a little kid I thought you could be anything you wanted to, in the world. I 
wanted to be a monkey!(ha ha) I don’t know why! I really thought I could be an animal. But 
then after that, after I learned that you cannot become a monkey, I wanted to be a minister for 
a long time. I grew up in a really conservative Christian household. And I think I am more a 
monkey than a minister of sorts.(ha ha) Probably later on I really did get into art and I started 
thinking about that a lot. 

I loved books forever, so I went into the art books section and one day I was browsing and I 
grabbed this Communication Arts Magazine Design Annual. I think the word “design” caught my 
eye, and I opened it up and I remember the exact moment: I looked at the pages and - - 
something just went bang!  “That’s what I wanna do!” I didn’t even know what it was. And 
something resonated with me. 

If I were to distinguish myself, or to find points of distinction between me and other designers, I 
tended to approach things from a business standpoint. You end up being a really good 
interviewer and pretty much a therapist, because most time clients don’t know what they need.  

Well as my own spiritual journey, like basically leaving Christianity and becoming a Buddhist, 
now my Zen orientation informs my work greatly.  

I think, with anyone who goes through a traumatic life-changing event. Those of us who are in 
that club we never wanted to join… have an awareness now of life, of our own mortality, that 
really informs of how one lives, of how I live.” 

After years of rehabilitation, Black has regained the lead role in his business, with a 
strong, spiritual grounding paving the way. 


